
Maximum strength, excellent puncture resistance.  
Now with 25% certified, post-consumer recycled content.

It’s time to
redefine 
possible
Contact Shannon Simmons

ssimmons@revolutioncompany.com

931.684.7514

revolutioncompany.com

Titan PCR Wrap 

• Certified PCR resin: Contains 25% Encore PCR resin
    that is third-party certified for highest quality and clarity

•  A smarter, sustainable solution: We create, recover 
   & recycle our stretch film to create a sustainable loop
   that reduces waste and carbon emissions

•  Ultra-stiff hand wrap: Stiff cast film with quiet    
release & high clarity compared to blown film 

•   High puncture resistance: Multi-layered film 
   creating excellent strength

•  Optimum load holding force: Produced with resins 
designed to provide maximum load holding force

•  Wrap more with less film: Stronger than traditional 
hand wrap allows for gauge reduction, further 
reducing carbon footprint

Made in the USAHeavy-Duty 
Performance

ESG Friendly25% PCR
Content

 Item # Micron Width (mm) Length (m) Case/Roll Lbs/Roll Units/Pallet

PCR.014445.45 14 445 450 Case 5.68 48

PCR.014370.45 14 370 450 Case 4.74 36

PCR.012445.45 12 445 450 Case 4.86 48

PCR.012370.45 12 370 450 Case 4.05 36

PCR.010445.45 10 445 450 Case 4.03 48

PCR.010370.45 10 370 450 Case 3.36 36

Third-party
Certified

 HAND STRETCH FILM      25% RECYCLED CONTENT

NEW!



CREATE
We create &

supply sustainable
plastic solutions RECOVER

We collect landfill-bound 
plastic material, providing 
a new resource for 
creating plastic solutions

RECYCLE
We process, clean

& recycle the
plastic into certified

recycled resin

Sustainable plastic solutions
At Revolution, we deliver a wide range of sustainable solutions and custom closed-loop 
programs using our unique, circular approach to manufacturing and recycling. We not only 
supply you with the highest quality products and reliable service you need, we also supply you 
with comprehensive ways to reduce waste and build a more sustainable business. 

We recover, clean and process more than 300 million pounds of material each year, turning 
it into the highest quality, certified post-consumer and post-industrial resins that are ideal for 
use in a wide variety of flexible film applications. 

We have a longstanding track record of partnering with companies across a broad scope of 
industries. Our sustainable loop solutions can be tailored to fit the unique needs of a variety of 
markets and help any business meet ESG goals and contribute to a more sustainable future.

Join our circle
If you’re serious about finding smarter, more effective approaches to sustainability, contact  
us to discuss how we can help you meet your goals and operate more responsibly. 
Together, we can redefine possible.

888.718.4381  •  revolutioncompany.com

Are you ready to 

redefine 
possible?
Reduce waste. Achieve your 
sustainability goals. Contribute 
to a greener future. With 
our circular approach to 
plastics, we’re redefining the 
possibilities for sustainable 
plastic solutions.


